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There is some discussion that the Earth does not be as the standard belief with one massive iron 
core. Instead the Earth core is gas filled. But also, the Earth is expanding, and the Earth mass stays 
the same. And differ to the standard belief, the gravitational force will also increase. The reason for 
the assumption is that the dinosaurs experience a smaller Earth and lesser gravitational force than 
today. Lesser gravitational force gave the dinosaurs the option to increase in large size. Size that in 
our time are not able to reach. Only in different atmosphere like water.

Opponent to this postulation is refer to the Newton’s Shell Theorem. Still if you read what the 
Newton’s Shell Theorem really says. It just takes one Earth with same mass density from the crust to
the centre and do the calculation to represent the complete mass as one point in the centre of the 
Earth. It does not consider a distribution of Earth mass that are not equal, nor consider the core is 
gas filled.

This short paper tries to solve the mathematically issue with the nonuniform distribution of the Earth 
mass.

Question
Will one smaller Earth with more uniform compact mass density have lesser gravitational pull 
compared to one larger Earth with different distribution of mass density? 

That is the question. Then we need some tools (functions and assumptions) to test to see if it is 
correct or not.
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Newton's law of gravitation

F=
GmomE
r2

Where 

G = Gravitational constant, 6.674×10−11 m3/kg s2

mo = Object mass

mE = Earth mass, 5.972X1023 kg

r = distance between mo and mE

This is our basis we will work from. We just need to find radius r function, and then we need to find 
mass density function that distribute the mass from core to the crust.

Mass density function
Assume we have a sphere with different Earth mass density based one function.

Where the function is given like this:

fd(r) = mass density based on distance r

So, assume when the density is uniform the density function will be like this:

fd(r) = k
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Distance between two points on one fix radius circle, and circle with different 
radius

We need want to find the distance d between two points and use it as the gravitational distance 
between object mass mo and the fraction of the mass it has its distance to.

Find the straight-line distance using cosine rule c² = a² + b² - 2ab·cos(θ) or in this case

d2=R2+r 2−2 rRcos (θ )

Where the outer as the reference R and the inner r is from zero to the same radius as the other.
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Volume of a sphere
We need to split the Earth mass mE into small fractions and rebuild it via the normal sphere volume 
formula.

V=∫
0

R

∫
0

2 Π

∫
0

Π

r2 sinθ dθdФdr=4
3
Π R3

Modify Newton's law of gravity function for different mass density in a sphere
Combine the volume of a sphere as the position of the mass, and the distance between two points 
on one circle as the distance between the two mass objects. 

We have

F=
GmomE
r2

Let

M=
mE
r2

=M '∭ f (θ ,Ф , r )dθdФdr

and

O=Gm0 = 6.674×10−11 m3/kg s2 mo

so we have

F = O M

To make it easy set

O=1, M '=1
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Assume two Earths sizes. One hollow Earth with fix mass density with the same radius as our Earth,
and one Earth six times smaller with fix mass density. Then we can compare these two to see the 
difference of the mass density that makes on the gravitational force for one object on top on the 
given Earth.

Find the factor h! from the Af

We have two area, Af and Al

We want to compare one area Af for 0 to R, and one area A! From Ri to R.

Area of Af from 0 to R:

A f=∫
0

R
k f

h f dr=h f
R
k f

Area of A! from Ri to R:

A!=∫
R !

R

h!dr=h! (R−Ri )

Calculate h!

h!=
hf
k f

R
(R−R i)
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Integrate M where Earth with fix mass density from Ri to R

M=∫
Ri

R

∫
0

2Π

∫
0

Π hf r
2 sin (θ )

R2+r2−2 rRcos (θ )
dθdФdr

Integral part 1 (θ from 0 to Π)

M θ=∫
0

Π h f r
2sin (θ )

R2+r2−2rRcos (θ )
dθ=

hf r (ln (R+r )− ln (R−r ) )
R

Integral part 2 (Ф from 0 to 2 Π)

MФ=∫
0

2Π h f r ( ln (R+r )− ln (R−r ))
R

dФ=
2Π h f r ( ln (R+r )− ln (R−r ))

R

Integral part 3 (r from Ri to R)

M r=∫
Ri

R 2Πh f r ( ln (R+r )−ln (R−r ))
R

dr=
Π h!((R2−R i2)(ln (R+R i)− ln (R−R i))+2R (R−Ri ))

R

We organized the formula a bit and we get this

M=2Π h!R−2Π h!Ri+
Π h!((R+Ri )(ln (R+Ri )−ln (R−Ri )))

R

Calculation of M
Test the function with Ri = 0, and we get this formula. 

M (0)=2Π hR

This represent the solid Earth.

We see that the first part of M are the M(0) with radius if R. The second part is subtraction of 
M(0) with radius of Ri. The third part is the “extra” that are the missing in the standard way to 
calculate the gravitational force.
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Now we apply h! into the formula for M

h!=
hf
k f

R
(R−R i)

And we get this

M=
Π hf ((R2−Ri2)(ln (R+Ri )− ln (R− Ri))+2R (R−Ri ))

k f (R−Ri )

or

M=
2Π h f R

2−2Π hf R Ri+Π hf (R+R i)( ln (R+Ri )− ln (R−Ri ))
k f (R− Ri )

Set 

hf = 1, kf = 6

R = 6371000

Ri = {0, 5971000}

Give us

M(0) = 6671696

M(5971000) = 28832703

What is the fractional difference between Earth with fix mass density from Ri to R and Earth with fix 
mass density from 0 to R?

Δ = 28832703/6671696 = 4.32

We see here that there is an increase in the gravitational force with one hollow Earth, compared to 
one that has solid mass density.
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Find the factor M’
Return to the main formula for F. Les us check and try to find the value for M’ from given value of F

F=
GmomE
r2

We have

M E=
mE
r2

=M '∭ f (θ ,Ф , r )dθdФdr=M '
2Π hf R

2−2Π hf R Ri+Π hf (R+Ri )(ln (R+Ri )− ln (R−Ri ))
k f (R−R i)

And we have

ME=M ' M

and

O=Gm0 = 6.674×10−11 m3/kg s2 × mo

The force F is therefore

F=OM E=Gm0M ' M

We find M’ to be

M '= F
Gm0M

Fl = 9.8 kg × m/s2 when mo = 1 

M ' 1=
F l

Gm0M
= 9.8
6.674×10−11×28832703

=5092.775

or

ME = M’ M = mE / r2 = 5.972×1024 / 63710002 

M ' 2=
ME

M
=
mE

r2M
= 5.972×1024

63710002×28832703
=5102.9255
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The gravitation force F for the smaller Earth
Find the gravitation force Fs for the smaller Earth, for both value for M’

h = 1, R = 6371000/6

M (0)=2Π hR=6671696

The calculate gravitation force Fs 

F s1=m0GM ' 1M=6.674×10−11×5092.775×6671696=2.267654785843736

or

F s2=m0GM ' 2M=6.674×10−11×5102.9255×6671696=2.27217448873729

We see that Fs1 and Fs2 is approximately in value

F s1≈ F s2

What is the fractional difference between Earth with fix mass density from Ri to R and Earth with fix 
mass density from 0 to R?

Δs1 = 9.8/2.267654785843736 = 4.32

or 

Δs2 = 9.8/2.27217448873729 = 4.31

More or less the same as we saw before. The difference can be related to missing digits in the 
calculation. Still it is a good approximation.

Conclusion
When we have one smaller dense Earth that are six times smaller than one hollow Earth. Given the 
larger Earth has one uniform crust in thickness of 400 km, and the radius of 6371 km. Then the 
smaller Earth will have a gravitational pull of 2.27 kg × m/s2 on a body with mass of 1kg.
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Reference:

Volume of sphere
http://www.theochem.ru.nl/~pwormer/Knowino/knowino.org/wiki/Spherical_polar_coordinates.html

The Laws of Sines and Cosines
https://www.cut-the-knot.org/pythagoras/cosine2.shtml

Science Physics Newton's Law of Gravity
https://www.ajdesigner.com/phpgravity/newtons_law_gravity_equation_force.php

Newton’s Shell Theorem
https://www.math.ksu.edu/~dbski/writings/shell.pdf

Explaining the Expanding Earth - With Peter Woodhead
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=swCnPOi5qOU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9iIWYYNkgJQ

Limited and Unlimited Growth
https://www.ugrad.math.ubc.ca/coursedoc/math100/notes/mordifeqs/logistic.html

Newton's law of universal gravitation
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Newton%27s_law_of_universal_gravitation

Earth mass
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Earth_mass

Earth Weight
https://science.howstuffworks.com/environmental/earth/geophysics/planet-earth-weigh.htm 

Formula tools
https://www.mathpapa.com/equation-solver/
https://www.integral-calculator.com/
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